Clinical and Neuropsychological Comparisons of Early-Onset Versus Late-Onset Frontotemporal Dementia: A CREDOS-FTD Study.
Cognitive performance changes with chronological aging. Previous studies investigating clinical heterogeneity in frontotemporal dementia (FTD) according to the age of symptom onset did not consider the effect of chronological aging on cognition. We compared cognitive and behavioral symptoms in patients with early-onset (EO) and late-onset (LO) FTD with consideration of chronological aging effect. A total of 166 FTD patients were enrolled consecutively from multi-center memory clinics using a nationwide FTD register. To control for the effects of chronological aging on neuropsychological scores, seven hundred and two subjects with normal cognition were also enrolled and regression models were set up. Neuropsychological scores that were detrended with the regression models and the behavioral symptoms of the EO-FTD and LO-FTD groups were compared. Subgroup analyses were performed for three main subtypes of FTD, behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), semantic dementia (SD), and progressive non-fluent aphasia (PNFA). Among 166 FTD patients, there were 76 bvFTD, 57 SD, and 33 PNFA patients who met new diagnostic criteria for bvFTD or primary progressive aphasia, respectively. LO-FTD (48.2%) was more common than previously thought and the proportions of EO and LO groups differed across FTD subtypes. EO-FTD patients had lower memory and frontal/executive scores and more prominent frontal/behavioral symptoms than LO-FTD patients. Our study suggested that FTD could be heterogeneous with respect the age of symptom onset. After controlling for the effects of chronological aging, EO-FTD patients exhibited more profound memory and frontal/executive dysfunction and more behavioral symptoms than LO-FTD patients.